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About This Game

Lucid Dream is the story of little Lucy, who goes on an adventure into the world of dreams with the mission to save her mother.

Lucid Dream is an award-nominated, handcrafted, colorful and emotional point&click adventure game. During the mission to
save Lucy's mother, you will discover worlds such as:

- Lunar roofs - where Mr. Moon will ask you for some help.
- Oneiromancer's Planet - where you will awaken the mysterious Dream Interpreter.

- Land of Souls - where you will help a lost spirit find peace.
- Hills of Grief - where you will rescue the centaur Chiron from eternal pain.

- Mind's Atelier - where you will solve dr Frank's riddle.
- Deserts of Time - where, despite warnings from Watchmaker of Light, you will try to change your fate.

- Swamps of Seeing - where you will find your way through the stars and face your fears.

You will find almost 200 items in the game and meet lots of amazing characters, such as: Oneiromancer, Watchmaker of Light,
Angle Metatron, Blind Manticore, or The Dreamweaver.
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Title: Lucid Dream
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Dali Games
Publisher:
Dali Games
Release Date: 8 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Dual Core 2,3 GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1500 MB available space

English,Polish,French,Russian
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It's very cute, so you control many different cats and you guide moving cube tank full of fish. You need to push the coloured
tanks into their coloured square. You can't let them go of the edge or they will de-spawn and if you stand under the cubes when
they are moving you will die. It is adorable i love it when you\/the cat goes of the edge there is like a rainbow effect. The game
is simple yet fun i will play more. The only downside is the title screen may make you dizzy. but all and all it if fun.
7.6\/10. Mayhem Intergalactic is a fun update to a classic game type. To win, a player must eliminate all enemy starships and
planets. Planets produce starships, which can be sent to other planets to conquer or bolster defenses. The tricky part is that space
travel can take multiple turns. Two fleets might pass one another on long voyages, leaving an undefended planet for attackers to
conquer while the planet that fleet departed from gets demolished by the enemy fleet that just left the planet they attacked. If it
sounds confusing, it can be odd to try to outthink your opponents to attack them but defend your own holdings, but there's no
tech tree or micromanagement to handle. This is one of those simple yet complex fun to play games. The graphics are decent,
the music and sound are good, and its mechanics, controls, and help are solid. Mayhem Intergalactic's well worth a few bucks
for a bit of mental exercise.. I actually really like this track. It's beautiful and scenic, and has cool bankings.. I got this in my
Vive bundle. It's 20$? Really? It's not really worth that. The gameplay is very shallow. Worst of all, the long weapons can't be
held with both hands (as far as I can tell). Nothing worse than shooting a shotgun or asault rifle one handed. And then it auto
reloads.

On top of that, it's really grindey in order to unlock the guns. I wouldn't mind so much if the gameplay was more fun.

Would not recommend for 20$, at all.. + easy to learn space-sim
+ hybrid-orchestral epic soundtrack
+ achievements

- lackluster story
- repetitive music becomes a little bit annoying
- the flat characters and boring story makes the game a lonely experience

SCORE: 6,8\/10
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Honestly- I expected this game to be a lot worse than it is. If I wasn't reviewing it I wouldn't pay $15, but I've played worse for
more. It might be worth it just for the terrible translations.

Take a look here, would you buy it?: https:\/\/youtu.be\/6Vogf0yaiwA. One of the best Amtrak locos that DTG has done. New
bell sound, opening nose door, new engine sounds. One of my favorite Amtrak locos. The horn has been use on the P32AC-DM
but still sounds good. With 4 scenarios for Miami to West Palm Beach, all below 50-30 minutes. Very nice loco all in all.. A
great match 3 game with nice gfx, sfx, music and gameplay. The game is easy and addictive. When you start you just wanna do
1 more level after another. The game can also be played in small portions. But i do miss that they dont save in a middle of level
because sometimes you must go and later have to restart whole level. The levels arent that hard to beat but still a save wouldnt
hurt. Achivements are EASY to get so if hunt for those this game is for you :)

GFx 8-10
SFx 8-10 and Music 8-10
Gameplay 10-10

I would gladly recommend this game to all my friends, and guess i have... ;). Upside:
Pr\u00e4sentation is good it develops a mood quickly and the engine works solid.
Movement is good, i never got stuck. Some of the enemies have interesting behaviour.

Downside:
Bad balancing makes into bad gameplay. Another single developer is his own best gametester.
Levels are crowdet with bullet-spongy enmies but the weapons are underpowered.
Still the game intends you to go in the middle of the action with only limit range weapons
and temporary kill - damage bonus. That would be neat, if the weapons could deliver a punch.
Each ammo pickup refills 100% ??? So you are forced to avoid them or waste alot.

It does not help that you are expected to do a 100% cleanup job to leave the level.
Theres a lot of potntial so i hope there will go some more balancing into it.. I finally finished the main game so I get to write my
review!

Okay, to start off, this game has... not-the-greatest reviews on Metacritic. Currently it's sitting at around 6.7 userscore, which
actually isn't too bad. That puts it around the atmosphere of popular games like Destiny(6.1), World of Warcraft: Legion (7.3),
and Monster Hunter: World(7.8). Point being; just don't knock it because it's not in the green on Metacritic, you'd be surprised
how many of the games you love aren't.

Now, personally I like to read the negative comments on games just to see what they are, especially on games I love. On
Metacritic most of them seem to be outdated information like "not enough content" and "I beat it in 3 hours." I just now beat the
main game (8 levels) and it took me 25 hours on normal. Another complaint was that the DLC cost too much but both DLC's
will cost you only $10 (the price of the original game) and adds 8 more levels(10 with the free DLC's). So the price compared to
the the content is actually very adequate. In some games you'd pay $10 just for a skin or something.

Now I'll address the negative comments coming from Steam that I've seen: The number one major complaint I've seen is that the
game is too hard. I'll tell you, I suck at games, I play a lot, but I'll admit I'm slightly below average I think. I was able to solo this
whole game on normal by myself, and there are videos and guides showing you how to beat levels solo on the hardest difficulty.
The lucky part of this game is it require little skill and more strategy like every other TD game out there. So it is possible to solo
each and every single level on the hardest difficulty if you plan correctly.

[Someone also said this game has a massive difficulty spike. Again, I suck at TD games but the difficulty spike doesn't seem any
different than any other TD game I've played. Just about every TD game I've played goes "easy easy easy HARD".]

I will say this game isn't really on the casual side of gaming. This is one of those games where you're going to hard to figure out
what works on your own. They do provide a tutorial and a fairly detailed description of the weapons and towers though. Overall
though you're going to have to experiment and figure out what works and how to win the game.

Another aspect of this is that you decide the path the enemies are going to take, which I like. However I understand that may be
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another characteristic that may not be for the more casual gamers out there. So that may be a somewhat valid complaint, but it's
not really a con to the game. It's just more geared to people who enjoy strategy and figuring things out on their own.

One complaint I will admit is actually fairly valid is the fact that the maps take a long time. The final level took me over 2 hours
to complete in the attempt where I actually beat it. I attempted it two times before and failed with each attempt taking over an
hour each. I've played over 25 hours and only beat 8 levels, so do the math there. Again, not the most casual-friendly aspect of
the game.

Personally though I highly enjoyed it and it's even more fun with a friend. I always hated on TD games where you pretty much
played a passive part after the mobs came. This alleviates some of that by allowing you to actually be involved in the action by
shooting the enemies and helping your towers. Some enemies can't even be hurt by the towers unless the player weakens them
first, which is pretty cool. I also used to always hate when you take damage from one enemy with 1 hp left that manages to get
past your defenses. On this game you have a buffer to that in the form of player involvement.

5/5 Awesome game, loved it.

Additional Comments:

I noticed people compare this to Orcs Must Die and Dungeon Defenders and said they're both better:

As far as OMD; I have no real compliant, it was a good game. I gave it a 4/5, but I love this game more. OMD is also more of a
"Trap Defense" than an actual "Tower Defense" game like this one is. So keep that in mind.

As far as DD; The issue with this game is that it's heavily reliant on an active player base which I don't feel is really there
anymore. I played it and I thought it was okay but the obvious downfall is that no one really plays it anymore. Now they did
come out with DD2, however no one enjoyed it and most players just went back to the original game. Sanctum has pretty much
a player base of zero unless you invite your friends, however the solo play is quite enjoyable and will take you quite some time
until you can play Sanctum 2.
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